
                                                                 
 

Welcome to UJS’ Pesach themed, cross-communal educational 

resource!  

Five leading educators from within our community, from different denominations and 

backgrounds, have produced in partnership with UJS, four awesome pieces to inspire you 

this Pesach! (plus an extra activity launched by Lead for your dinner table..) 

Cross-communalism is a term that often gets confused. How we see it, as one of our four 

core values, cross-communalism means building a community together, embracing and 

celebrating our diverse values: religiously, politically, socially, culturally and spiritually. 

This is firmly rooted in the idea of mutual respect for one another, and the desire to build a 

“unified, not uniform” community or society.  

This resource aims to emulate these values, showcasing inspiring teachings from educators 

of diverse backgrounds, offering you the opportunity to learn from different perspectives - 

some more familiar to you than others.  

Use this resource as much or as little as you wish, but we push you to learn something new, 

find something different that you can connect with and take these conversations to your 

local Seder (contact UJS and we’ll find it with you!)  

It is up to each individual to choose how they want to engage with their Jewish Identity.  

Our purpose at UJS is to create a space where all backgrounds are welcomed and 

celebrated, through their values and practices so that each and every Jewish student feels 

that their local societies and their national Union truly provide for them. 

We hope that you enjoy this resource and if you’d like to learn more on any of the subjects, 

or get in touch with the educators to bring them on your campus, please do not hesitate to 

contact us! 

We hope that you spend a wonderful holiday and that this kicks off a fantastic end to the 

academic year! Good luck with your exams!  

Chag Sameach - שמח חג  

The UJS Team 

 


